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Today’s schedule  

Bridge   
Individual Event 
Individual (Sessions 1-2) 8 Roundsx3 
Boards 
10:30 - 13:50 1st session 
15:30 - 18:50 2nd session 

Chess  
Blindfold Event 
14:00 - 19:00 Rounds 1-4 

Draughts   
(10 x 10) Round 5:  
9:30 - 14:30 Main Round 
15:00 - 17:00 Barrages 

Demonstration Checkers: 8x8 boards 

Go 
Pair Go Event 
9.30 - 12.30   1 /4 Final 
15.00 - 18.00 Semi Final 
 

Xiangqi 
Men Individual: 
14:00-18:00 Round 6 
Women Individual: 
14:00-18:00  Round 5           

 
 

Weather in Beijing, today 

  
-3°C 

Follow on social media! 

www.facebook.com/worldmindgames 

Twitter @worldmindgames 

www.youtube.com/mindgameschannel  

Story continues on next page 

Gold medals in Bridge Pairs go to  

The Netherlands and China 

Yesterday witnessed one of the most dramatic  finishes imaginable 

in both the Men's and Women's Pairs events at the 2012 Beijing 

Sportaccord World Mind Games. 

In the Men's event the Netherlands Simon de Wijs and Bauke Muller 

overtook the pair who had been leading the event for the whole of 

the last session, Sweden's Peter Bertheau and Per-Ola Cullin on the 

very last of the 88 deals to capture their second gold medal of the 

games. Meanwhile a strong finish by China's Zhong Fu and Miao Shi 

saw them tie with the Swedes and they both earn silver medals. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHESS: Two gold medals won by Russians Alexandra  
Kosteniuk and Sergey Karjakin! 

On the second day of rapid one of the heroes of the previous day Sergey Karjakin managed to 
take a sole lead and won the tournament one round before the end. His victory over Bologan  
became the decisive but he also won the last game against Vassily Ivanchuk to get the gold  
medal 1,5 points ahead of Hikaru Nakamura, who came second. For the second time American 
player won the silver medal in the Mind Games! The real struggle for the third place was between 
Shakhriyar Mamedyarov, Levon Aronian and Laurent Fressinet, who shared 3rd place with 9 
points before the last round. All of them played quite riskily and unexpectedly everybody lost 
their games. As a result everything was decided on the tie-break points and the Azeri  
player Shakhriyar Mamedyarov was more fortunate than the others.   

Few key moments of the blitz tournament: 

Karjakin-Aronian. Diagram after final move Be5 in round 13. 

It was no less dramatic in the Women's event, as it appeared that China's Ming Sun and Hongli 
Wang and France's Bénédicte Cronier and Sylvie Willard had tied for the Gold Medals. An exact 
tie in a Pairs event is unprecedented, so to have two, one in each event is bordering on the mirac-
ulous. However, a small scoring error was discovered and that meant gold for China and silver 
for France. The bronze medals are also going back to France thanks to Danièle Allouche and 
Vanessa Reess. 

Story continues on next page 



With this move Karjakin decides the game and the tournament by beating his closest rival at that 
time. White now forces his way to f6 with the king and wins the f7 pawn with a decisive ad-
vantage, which is why Aronian resigned. 

Grischuk- Karjakin after 49 ...Bf4 round 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the strong move 49...Bf4! The later tournament winner forces mate due with ...Rh2 next, and 
despite white can promote his pwan to a queen, there is no defense. 
The sole leader of the day one Alexandra Kosteniuk didn’t play stable on the second day of the 
blitz. “I started well at the first day of the competition but I made my life harder on the second 
day”, said Kosteniuk after the tournament. In the 14th round Alexandra lost against Bela 
Khotenashvili and let Anna Muzychuk to become the sole leader one round to go. Nevertheless 
Kosteniuk outplayed Anna Zatonskikh in the last round. 

Kosteniuk-Zatonskikh after 26...Rb7!? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With this tricky move Kosteniuk makes a devious trap, which her opponent falls in to: 27 Rxb7?? 
27...Qe1+! with this elegant Queen sacrifice the Russian player forces mate and wins the gold 
medal!  after 28 Rxe1 Rxe1 is mate. 

Slovenian player Anna Muzychuk made a draw against German player Elisabeth Paehtz. As a re-
sult, Alexandra Kosteniuk got the gold medal, ahead on tie-break points of Anna Muzychuk. Elisa-
beth Paehtz shared the third place with Humpy Koneru but the bronze was taken by German 
player.  



DAY 6 IN PICTURES 



XIANGQI 
  
Yesterday was the fifth day of the Xiangqi Competition. Chen Li Chun, the Chinese female player 
has won all four games against Cao Phuong Thanh (Vietnam) and Wu Cai Fang (Germany) and is 
very likely to become the champion. There are only two more games left and Chen will play 
against Jia Dan (US). Jia Dan was a professional player and has a Master title. We look forward 
to the final battle between these two ladies. 
  
The game between Wang Tian Yi (China) and Nguyen Hoang Lam (Vietnam) was progressing 
slowly and took more than 3 hours. After the mid game, each owned a car, a horse and a pawn. 
Nguyen had a strong intention to draw whereas Wang wanted to win. Wang demonstrated his 
skill and slowly took two elephants. Nguyen moved back his horse assisting the defense. Nguyen 
has shown strength in defending and took a pawn from Wang at the end and forced Wang to 
draw. Although draw, Wang is top on the list with 9 points and secures the surety to win the ti-
tle.       
 

XIANGQI report of 15 Dec 2012 
The highlight of the 4th round of Xiangqi tournament was the game between Wang Tian Yi from 
China and Xue Zhong representing Germany. Xue, German Xiangqi Champion in 2010, a native 
Beijinger who has lived in Munich since 2006, has challenged Wang in his red with a very aggres-
sive opening. He almost made a miracle albeit he has lost the game in the end. In the whole 
game Xue was mostly in an attacking position and he was not willing to make a draw even there 
was a chance in the mid game. Though with regret, Xue is satisfied with his performance which 
delivered a fantastic game. 
Today we also evidenced a high level competition between the two top female players, i.e. Cao 
Phuong Thanh (Vietnam) and Chen Li Chun (China). In the opening, both took a careful approach 
and Chen used Ping Feng Ma against Cao’s central cannon. With the game ongoing, one had the 
impaction that Chen’s strategy was more clear and straightforward and there was no fierce at-
tack from Cao. After two hours, heavy fighting started by Cao giving up a cannon and in ex-
change receiving a bottom cannon threatening Chen’s General. Both under great time pressure, 
Chen showed the attack from Cao was not sufficient to offset the loss of the cannon and won the 
game. 
After today, Chen (China) has 6 points leading the woman’s group and is likely to win the cham-
pionship. For man, Wang (China) won four games in a row and has a good chance to receive the 
title given the fact that his strongest opponent Nguyen Hoang Lam from Vietnam has drawn 
against Chan (HK). On Monday we will broadcast the game between Nguyen and Wang, which 
we believe it is a decisive game for winning the championship. 



DRAUGHTS: Georgiev beats Schwarzman knock out 
It was not expected that Russian titans Alexander Georgiev (St. Petersburg) and Alexander 
Schwarzman (Moscow) would come already in the regular game of their match to a decision. The 
players know eachother extremely well and have much respect for eachothers phenomenal 
strength. 

However, Alexander Georgiev did manage the impossible and in an abstract game type found a 
weapon to beat his illustre opponent.  He pushed Schwarzman into the defense and had 
understood very well that his opponent would refuse to play a passive defensive. Georgiev 
increased the pressure on blacks position with every move and lead the endgame with two 
pieces and two Kings against one King and one piece with a steady hand to victory.   

In the other game of the winners final, draughts ambassador Alexei Chizhov managed to beat 
Vadim Virniy who yesterday in this bulletin was labeled 'the dark horse' of this final. But only 
because his three final colleagues with between them 18 world titles are 'hors de catégorie. 
Because of course Virniy – who left worldchampion Guntis Valneris from Latvia behind him in the 
qualifying tournament – is a draughtsgod himself with several youth worldtitles and a draw match 
against then world champion Harm Wiersma from The Netherlands.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, the women are continuing their qualifying tournament for their grand finale on 
Wednesday. The battle in group A may yesterday have been decided by the decisive victory of 
Viktoriya Motrichko (Ukraine) on her direct rival Olga Fedorovich from Belarus. Motrichko 
opened a hurricane attack on Fedorovich position for which no human defense could be found. 
The board position is a good illustration of this. In this position, Fedorovich had no better move 
than to give away one piece with 47. ...16-21 48. 27x7 12x1. In exchange, she got a still hopeless 
position and two moves later, she surrendered to the Ukrainian fury. In group B, the battle is still 
open and here Natalia Sadowska from Poland and Matrena Nogovitsyna from Russia in their duel 
will determine who will go to the winners final. 



Go visits Fengtai No. 8 Elementary School in Beijing 
Another visit of a delegation from SportAccord World Mind Games took place yesterday. This 
time the representatives of Go; Michael Redmond (9- dan),Technical Delegate Yuki Shigeno as 
well as SportAccord Vice-President Jan Fransoo, SportAccord Director General Vincent Gaillard 
toured the school and met with children who then could play Go with Michael.  



Bridge online tournament winner plays with professional Bridge players  

Yesterday, the winner of the Junior Bridge online tournament; Ribhu Ranjan Saha played a 

match with the professional players at SportAccord World Mind Games. The matches are  

organised as part of the experience for the online tournament winners during the event.  

The winners of the online tournament in other sports will play their matches with professional 

players in the next days.  



Results from 17 December 























Results are provided by   

 

 

 

All results are available at: http://www.worldmindgames.net/en/results-schedule  



2012 SportAccord World Mind Games official sponsors: 

In a free moment... 

Today a Draughts puzzle: 

Solutions of yesterday’s Draughts puzzle: 

Upper left board: 1. 27-21 26x17 2. 28-22 17x28 3. 32x3 with a win for white. 

Upper right board: 1. 28-23 19x28 2. 32x23 18x29 3. 33x4 with a win for white. 

Lower board: 1. 28-22 17x28 2. 33x4 with a win for white. 

 

After yesterdays pyramids, it's time for a small next step on the complexity ladder. 

In board 1, black incorrectly plays 20-25? How can white proceed to win directly? 

In board 2, black incorrectly plays 32-38? How can white  proceed to win directly? 

In board 3, black incorrectly plays 14-19? How can white proceed to win directly? 


